A.1: Cell Tower-1 mosaic image using vertical stitching

The images can be stitch in horizontal and as well in vertical directions. Following two cell tower examples shows image mosaic in vertical direction.

The four input images of the Cell Tower-1 are shown in below figure used to build a Cell Tower-1 mosaic image result as shown in figure A.1
Fig. A.1: Example for Mosaic image of the Cell Tower-1.
A.2: Cell Tower-2 mosaic image using vertical stitching

Another image mosaic example, using six Cell Tower images are used to construct Cell Tower-2 mosaic image result as shown in figure A.2
Fig. A.2: Example for mosaic image of the Cell Tower-2.
A.3 Chandragiri Fort mosaic image

Chandragiri fort mosaic image constructed using six input images.

Fig. A.3: Example for Mosaic image of the Chandragiri Fort.

A.4: Outdoor mosaic image

An outdoor mosaic image constructed using three inputs images.

Fig. A.4: Example for Mosaic image of the outdoor scene.